
MODULE 3, EX 2
OFFER STRUCTURE WORKSHEET

Part 1: The Basics

In a phrase or two, who’s your person, and what’s their biggest need?

What is your current offer statement from the previous section?

Part 2: What is the mini Transformational Journey that gets your client to
the goal?

Write out the BASIC steps.

Part 3: How long is your program?

I recommend 3 days to 3 months for a Front Door group program.
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Part 4: What type of structure or combo of structures might work best to
achieve the program outcome?

Take a few notes about the style of your program and let that inform the
choices you make in the next part. For example...

● Is your program about teaching and helping folks embody or integrate
practices or habits?

● Is it about connection to other people, camaraderie, being
seen/witnessed by people with a similar experience?

● Is it a very simple and fast way to get the result they want?
● Do they need time + structures to reflect, journal, learn about their

experiences?
● What is the right combo of structure (guided) vs flow (letting things

happen intuitively)? What is the right combo of coaching/guiding vs
teaching?

● What is the right combo of “done for them” and “do it yourself”?

Part 5: What types of sessions, how many, and how frequently?

● Are you teaching live or are you recording lessons and using the live
calls for discussion or something else?

● How many group sessions are there?

● What kinds of group sessions?

● How many private sessions are there if any?
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● Will you have a retreat?

● Will you embed implementation time or integration time into the
program?

● Will you have an opening orientation/welcome session? Will you have a
closing ceremony/session?

Part 6: What happens beyond the sessions?

● What will be provided between sessions if anything? A Slack or
Facebook group? Voxer, what’s app? Other types of support in between
sessions? Make sure to place clear boundaries on this.

● What learning content will be provided and in what form?
○ Video or audio lessons
○ Templates, guides, checklists, visualizations, cheat sheets, etc
○ Hint: Think about what you have that’s already created :)

● What “special treats” might you add? Do not overload people!
Anything you add should augment their experience and make it easier
and/or more delightful to reach the goal. NOT things that will send
them off in other directions and rabbit holes. Also, these are TOTALLY
optional.

○ A physical gift, books, herbs, or product that supports their
journey. People love getting packages, especially for a virtual
program!

○ Free admission to other classes you teach (only if
relevant/supportive of goal)
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○ Personalized/customized… whatever! For example, a personalized
health or diet plan or to-do list/action plan. This does not take a
lot of time if you have a template for it that you adjust for different
clients.

○ Intuitive readings, enneagram assessment, reiki healing,
whatever else you have a skill at that you want to add in that will
support results/transformation. Assessments (Strengthsfinder for
example) are great too.

○ Done-for-you services like resume rewrites, website evaluations,
or copy review.

○ Visioning or goal-setting sessions OR exercises they do on their
own

○ Recommendations and resource lists
○ Daily/weekly email tips, inquiries, reminders, etc that are

automated and sent to clients

Part 7: Will you add any bonuses?

Will you have a bonus that answers a fear, objection, or lack of knowledge
that someone needs in order to say YES to the program and be successful in
it? You can figure this out later, too!

Part 8: Estimate your delivery hours

Write out each feature of your program and about how much time it will take
you to deliver on it assuming a particular amount of people in your group.
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Here’s an example for an 8-week program. I drop a miscellaneous category in
there because stuff just comes up!

Program Feature Time it Takes You to Deliver

Ex. 2 45-min private sessions/client 90 min * 8 people = 12 hours

Ex. 4 group sessions 1 hour/week * 8 weeks = 8 hours

Ex. Facebook group 1 hour/week * 8 weeks = 8 hours

Ex. 2-day Retreat 14 hours

Shop + send gifts 2 hours

Set up reminders, memes for FB
group (your VA can do this!)

2 hours

Miscellaneous content to create 8 hours

TOTAL 52

Weekly Average 52/8 = 6.5

Part 9: Final reflection:

How does this feel in your gut? Are you giving too much? Can you let go of
anything that is not necessary for success?
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